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(Essential Elements for Strings with EE Interactive). (Essential Elements for Strings and Essential

Elements Interactive are fully compatible with Essential Elements 2000 for Strings) Essential

Elements for Strings offers beginning students sound pedagogy and engaging music, all carefully

paced to successfully start young players on their musical journey. EE features both familiar songs

and specially designed exercises, created and arranged for the classroom in a unison-learning

environment, as well as instrument-specific exercises to focus each student on the unique

characteristics of their own instrument. EE provides both teachers and students with a wealth of

materials to develop total musicianship, even at the beginning stages. Books 1 and 2 also include

access to Essential Elements Interactive (EEi) , the ultimate online music education resource -

anywhere, anytime, and on any device. Go to essentialelementsinteractive.com to learn more!

Method features: * Enhanced Starting System * Optimum Reinforced Learning * Pacing * Theory,

History, Cross-Curriculum & Creativity * Performance Spotlights Book also includes My EE Library *

(myeelibrary.com) - Instant Stream/Download/CD-ROM* * Start-up video Learn the basics *

Play-along mp3 tracks for all exercises Features a professional orchestra * Duets and trios Print and

play parts with friends * Music listening library Hear great pieces for orchestra! *Internet access

required for My EE Library . Book includes instructions to order free opt. CD-ROM.
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This is a good method book for heterogeneous music classes, but would not use this for teaching

basses in private lessons. The CD, DVD/CD ROM and SmartMusic makes this very user friendly for

kids. However, the bass is asked to shift too early and too frequently for playing songs. I like getting

kids to shift early, but prefer to have more review of basics down first.

As a music educator in teaching, I purchased this book for one of my string courses. This book has

a very thorough way of explaining the concepts and teaches you from the beginning. I would

recommend this book (over the normal essential elements books) for any aspiring string player.

This is a good beginner book for the Double Bass instrument, I'm pleased with how easy it was to

pick up the basics. Like I said it is a beginner book and only went over a couple of scales, the D and

C major scales I believe. It also comes with a CD and DVD to help advance your skills by playing

along(CD) but I haven't used it. The DVD is to show how to sit and hold the instrument and things of

that nature but not necessarily how to finger or play the notes. The book does a good job explaining

this though. It is still worth the purchase and I would recommend it to anyone who wants to learn

how to play this instrument.

The book seems OK, but the picture clearly shows that it comes with the DVD and CD but it did not.

It also says you will have internet access to lessons and other info, but you DO NOT. Only if you

buy the teacher book and enter the code from that book, can you have access.

Bought this for my son for his 6th Grade Middle School orchestra class. The assigned book so didn't

have any choice in anything else. Last semester we also bought the guitar book for his guitar class

and he liked it a lot and learned the guitar very well. He also has a good teacher.

I had been look for a good first book to help me switch over from playing Electric Bass. This book

was very helpful, it's set up nice and has a good CD. I would buy it again.

One of my sons found this helpful as he was teaching himself to play double bass. He was already

an electric bass player, so this helped him make the transition.

Very good methods book, we used this in our practicum class. All of the EE for strings books are

fantastic.
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